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T
HIS BOOK HAS chronicled the evolution of South Korea’s foreign pol-

icy as the country has navigated between its desire for autonomy and 

its need for alliance in the pursuit of security, prosperity, and na-

tional unification. Throughout its history, South Korea’s strategic choices 

have been constrained by its relative weakness as a country surrounded by 

larger powers. Its clear need for external help to assure its security and 

prosperity has necessitated its reliance on assistance from a powerful ex-

ternal patron, the United States, to achieve its security objectives. Those 

needs were particularly acute following the Korean War, when the country 

faced direct threats of renewed military infiltration from a more powerful, 

hostile North Korea, backed by the Soviet Union and China. Successive 

South Korean leaders sought to carve out space within the alliance to 

assert their own autonomous interests. As South Korean capacities grew, 

and as the Cold War ended, the scope of the country’s interests has be-

come less parochial and more internationalized, especially as South 

Korean economic interests and influence became tied to relationships with 

new countries through international trade driven by South Korea’s own 

modernization. South Korean capabilities have also changed the nature 

and distribution of roles and responsibilities within the U.S.-ROK secu-

rity relationship. South Korea’s strategic options have expanded, but not to 

the extent that South Korea no longer needs the alliance with the United 

EPILOGUE

South Korean Strategic Choices and  

the U.S.–South Korea Alliance
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States to assure its security. The democratization of South Korea strength-

ened the role of domestic public opinion on foreign policy and spurred 

debates over its strategic choices between well-established progressive and 

conservative factions in its society.

As South Korea’s capacity has expanded, the alliance has evolved from 

one in which South Korea tried to enhance its utility to U.S. interests so as 

to avoid abandonment to one in which South Korea was able to pursue 

greater autonomy through self-help but within the context of the country’s 

continued need for the alliance as a bulwark against threats from major 

powers. South Korea’s ability to catch up to and surpass North Korea in 

economic and military terms has made it more confident in its dealings 

with the North and has enabled it to take a more active role in pursuit of 

unification. The alliance has evolved to support Korean unification but has 

consistently placed South Korea’s security, stability, and prosperity above 

unification. At times, South Korea has been tempted to pursue autonomous 

roles beyond the framework provided by the U.S.-ROK alliance, both to 

deal with a declining North Korea and to manage China’s rise. However, 

South Korea’s need for the United States as the enabler of its success, as its 

best insurance policy, and as its primary security guarantor has tempered 

its moves toward an independent foreign policy.

To a greater extent than ever before, South Korea stands at a potential 

turning point as it evaluates the direction of its foreign policy and evalu-

ates its strategic choices. Its long-standing reliance on the alliance with the 

United States is likely to come under increasing scrutiny. As China con-

tinues to grow in regional power and influence, South Korea will find it-

self under greater pressure to consider alternatives to its reliance on the 

United States as the primary guarantor of its security. Pressure on South 

Korea to reevaluate its long-standing strategic choice to ally with the United 

States would become particularly acute if China were to surpass the United 

States in economic influence, military power, and capability to shape 

global norms; however, it is far from certain that China will be able to 

sustain its economic growth or become a trusted provider of regional secu-

rity in East Asia, much less emerge as a regional and global rule maker. In 

addition, the gap in relative power between South and North Korea con-

tinues to grow, but the pathway to achieving national unification and that 
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unification’s potential impact on South Korean strategic choices remain 

unclear. Although South Korea’s growing capability and willingness as a 

middle power to lead on international issues might suggest wider flexibil-

ity in pursuing strategic options, its relative weakness in comparison with 

its major-power neighbors continues to necessitate its dependence on the 

United States to protect its security and prosperity.

South Korea faces a paradox as it considers its strategic choices. On the 

one hand, its growing capabilities and emergence as a middle power mean 

that it has the capability to make its own choices, a capability that it his-

torically did not enjoy when it had to rely on the United States as a matter 

of necessity borne of weakness. For South Koreans not used to having a 

choice or resentful that the choice to rely on the United States has been 

locked in for so many decades, the opportunity exists to have a vibrant, 

contentious, and potentially consequential debate over alternative futures 

that will have real consequences for South Korea’s security and prosperity. 

On the other hand, rising tensions in South Korea’s security environment 

and greater competition among great powers for South Korea’s favor and 

allegiance will generate increasing pressure to make a strategic choice even 

though it may be against South Korea’s desires and interests to make such 

a choice. At the same time that South Korea now enjoys sufficient capa-

bilities to choose for itself about whether to sustain the alliance with the 

Unites States, to seek an alternative security guarantor such as China, or to 

try to strengthen independent self-defense capabilities, it remains prema-

ture for South Korea to pursue any other choice but continued reliance on 

the United States for the foreseeable future. Despite China’s rising eco-

nomic and political influence in East Asia, the United States remains the 

country that is most capable, committed, and strategically aligned with 

South Korea. Moreover, the United States remains more powerful than 

China and continues to guarantee an open and liberal global order under 

which South Korea as a leading exporter has thrived. China does not have 

the commitment or capability necessary to be an alternative security guar-

antor for South Korea, especially in an environment where China contin-

ues to provide backing to North Korea. Nor would South Korea be able 

to assure its security or prosperity on its own, given its relative weakness 

compared to its major-power neighbors.
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THE  DUR ABI L I TY  OF  THE  U.S.  COMMITMENT  TO 
SOUTH KOREA IN  A  TRUMP ADMINISTR AT ION

Even as South Korea’s debates over its strategic options have been growing 

more active, a potential accelerant to the salience of these debates was 

added during the U.S. presidential campaign in 2016, when Republican 

candidate Donald J. Trump cast doubts on the durability of U.S. alliance 

commitments to South Korea and argued that a country as rich as South 

Korea should be paying more to sustain U.S. commitment to its defense. 

In the hours following Trump’s victory in the U.S. election, the South 

Korean government called an emergency national security meeting to dis-

cuss the implications of a Trump administration for South Korea.

South Korea’s fear of abandonment by the United States is hardly new 

to discussions of the future of the U.S.-ROK alliance. In fact, as discussed 

in chapter 2, Park Chung-hee’s fears of U.S. abandonment in the wake of 

the Nixon Doctrine and Jimmy Carter’s pledges to withdraw U.S. troops 

from North Korea in the 1970s resulted in South Korea’s efforts to enhance 

its self-defense, including the launching of a secret nuclear weapons pro-

gram. In the mid-2000s, South Korean expressions of anti-Americanism 

and ideological differences between the Roh Moo-hyun and George W. 

Bush administrations led some Pentagon strategists to conclude that the 

U.S.-ROK alliance should no longer be viewed as central to long-term U.S. 

strategy in the Asia-Pacific region. But the U.S.-ROK alliance survived 

these difficulties, and public support for the alliance in both the United 

States and South Korea has rebounded strongly since that time. As described 

in chapter 8, both countries have deepened and broadened coordination on 

security issues in the face of a growing threat from North Korea while also 

cooperating to promote international stability in other parts of the world.

South Korea’s responses to U.S. efforts to retrench or curtail the scope of 

its defense commitments are likely to unfold along three distinct paths. 

First, its initial response is likely to involve a redoubling of efforts to seek 

assurances and to convince the United States to maintain its alliance com-

mitments to South Korea. These efforts would likely involve intensive public 

and private lobbying of constituencies deemed friendly to South Korea, 
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including bureaucratic partners within the U.S. government, academic spe-

cialists and university professors, friends in the U.S. Congress, and the 

broader American public, including American veterans of the Korean War 

and members of the U.S. military who have served in Korea since that time. 

The South Korean government would mobilize official and informal ties 

with counterparts in the United States in an attempt to argue that it is in the 

U.S. interest to maintain its commitments to the defense of South Korea.

The South Korean government has plausible reasons for believing that 

such a full-court press to counter U.S. retrenchment or withdrawal from 

the Korean Peninsula can be successful: South Korea has built a reservoir 

of good will in the U.S. Congress and may be able to mobilize constituent 

pressure by the Korean American community. American public-opinion 

polling by organizations such as the Chicago Council on Global Affairs 

have shown consistent and solid levels of support in the United States for 

the alliance with South Korea in recent years, given the nature of the 

threat both countries face from North Korea.

Second, in the event that redoubled South Korean efforts to shore up 

American commitments to the alliance were to fail, South Korea would 

have little choice but to strengthen its options for self-defense to compensate. 

These efforts would almost certainly include higher defense spending, pos-

sibly including the development of an indigenous nuclear weapons capa-

bility to counter that of North Korea. South Korea could also face a dete-

riorating economic environment due to its inability to secure wide access 

to global consumer markets on its own, necessitating outreach efforts to 

other countries such as Japan and China for help with economic stabiliza-

tion measures.

Third, American retrenchment would have a direct impact on South 

Korean domestic politics given that South Korean conservatives have been 

consistently pro-American and have benefited the most from long-stand-

ing U.S.-ROK alliance ties. The impact on South Korean political leader-

ship would be to strengthen Korean progressives, who would be more 

open to improving relations with a rising China and would work hard to 

promote multilateral security mechanisms in Northeast Asia to the extent 

possible. As was illustrated under the Roh Moo-hyun and George W. Bush 

administrations, the combination of a progressive Korean government and a 
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conservative American administration has the potential to generate ten-

sions that could facilitate the unraveling of the U.S.-ROK alliance, par-

ticularly if there are clashes in the two governments’ priorities and threat 

perceptions or if U.S. commitment to the maintenance of the alliance with 

South Korea comes under pressure or is drastically curtailed.

DETER MINANTS  OF  SOUTH KOREAN  
STR ATEGIC  CHOICE

This book has identified the following determinants of South Korea’s 

future strategic choices. First, South Korean foreign-policy opportunities 

expand when the international security environment is benign, enabling 

South Korea to pursue its foreign-policy goals through a wider variety of 

options and with greater flexibility and autonomy. For instance, Roh Tae-

woo’s pursuit of Nordpolitik at the end of the Cold War and Kim Dae-

jung’s pursuit of the Sunshine Policy in the late 1990s were aided by a more 

relaxed regional security environment and involved South Korea’s active 

efforts to enlist its neighbors’ cooperation in moving toward the goal of 

enhanced stability in inter-Korean relations.

Second, South Korea is able to act more autonomously when its policy 

preferences align with those of the United States and when Seoul has 

Washington’s backing. South Korea’s establishment of new diplomatic 

relationships with the Soviet Union and China, its alignment with the 

Clinton administration in the initial phase of Kim Dae-jung’s pursuit of 

expanded engagement with North Korea, and Lee Myung-bak’s Global 

Korea policies all benefited from a close relationship with and support 

from the United States. Roh Moo-hyun’s pursuit of greater autonomy 

through the “balancer” policy, in contrast, did not enjoy similar success, in 

part because of domestic opposition but also because of policy differences 

between the Roh and Bush administrations.

Third, the degree of domestic political consensus between progressive 

and conservative factions within South Korea is an important factor 

that influences the success or failure of South Korean foreign policy. Roh 
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Tae-woo’s Nordpolitik policy enjoyed relative cooperation and support 

from progressive and conservative factions, and the Korea National Com-

munity Unification Formula drew from the ideas on both sides of the po-

litical spectrum. In contrast, Kim Dae-jung’s policy of engagement toward 

North Korea was arguably hampered by his failure to bring conservatives 

with him to the inter-Korea summit in June 2000 and subsequently was 

constrained by the emergence of the South-South divide over North 

Korea policy following the summit. As shown throughout the book, how-

ever, domestic politics becomes a lesser factor when South Korea faces a 

deteriorating regional environment.

The most important factor constraining South Korea’s strategic choices, 

despite its desires to be an autonomous actor and despite its expanded ca-

pabilities globally, is that it remains relatively less powerful economically 

and militarily than all of its immediate neighbors, with the exception of 

North Korea. This ongoing reality has prevented South Korea from pursu-

ing independence through neutralization or internationalization through 

autonomy, as shown in figure 1.2, which charts the strategic choices that 

each South Korean president has made since the beginning of the Repub-

lic of Korea. The fact that South Korea has thus far never been willing to 

abandon the alliance with the United States is an indication that South 

Korean leaders have never truly regarded the option of autonomy as viable. 

South Korea simply has had no other choice but to rely on a great-power 

patron to achieve its strategic goals of security and prosperity. The most 

logical choice of patron is the United States, which remains the most pow-

erful country in the world, shares democratic values with South Korea, 

and is relatively distant geographically from Northeast Asia.

A factor that could challenge South Korea’s preference for alliance with 

the United States is a potential shift in the relative power of China and the 

United States. As detailed in chapter 9, there are several conditions under 

which South Korea might consider China as an alternative to the United 

States as a viable security guarantor for South Korea. First, China would 

have to surpass the United States in relative power, at least in Northeast 

Asia, even as the United States becomes unable or unwilling to guarantee 

South Korea’s security. Second, China would have to become the primary 

architect, rule maker, and guarantor of the regional, if not international, 
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order. Third, South Korea would have to write off the sunk costs invested 

in decades of alliance relations with the United States, dismantle the insti-

tutional bonds that link South Korean and American decision making in 

the security sphere, and overcome the differences between a democratic 

South Korea and a Communist China.

The primary wild card that might disrupt South Korea’s established 

thinking regarding its security needs is the prospect of national unifica-

tion, a long-held and enduring yet thus far illusory strategic goal that has 

been an essential objective for South Korean strategic thinkers. Obstacles 

that must be overcome for unification to be achieved include the feasibility 

of either unification via negotiations or unification via North Korean in-

stability and collapse, but both pathways depend on developments inside 

North Korea that remain outside the control of South Korea to decisively 

influence, even as its power relative to that of North Korea continues to 

grow. Moreover, the conflicting interests of neighboring major powers 

serve as a further obstacle at the regional level to the feasibility of national 

unification. Some South Korean strategists may be encouraged by the idea 

that the realization of national unification could be one means of cutting 

the gap in relative power between South Korea and its neighbors suffi-

ciently to overcome its historically weak position in the region, but it is 

unlikely that a unified Korea would become as strong as its major-power 

neighbors.

With an understanding of these factors, the United States should be 

able to enhance its own assessment of the durability of the U.S.-ROK re-

lationship and the resilience of the common interests that have sustained 

the alliance for the past six decades.

SO U TH  KO RE A’S  M I D D L E - P OWER  ASP I R AT I O NS

South Korea’s middle-power aspirations have thus far contributed to the 

strengthening and broadening of the U.S.-ROK security alliance into a 

global and comprehensive partnership. Moreover, South Korean and Amer-

ican national capabilities and interests in global financial stability, global 

health, international development, energy security (including nuclear 

cooperation), and other nontraditional security areas have provided new 
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opportunities for the United States and South Korea to work together to 

address common global challenges. Although there are conditions under 

which South Korea’s middle-power aspirations could become a source of 

discord in the U.S.-ROK alliance, such conditions are unlikely.

South Korea’s interests may not always be in harmony with U.S. inter-

ests. To the extent that South Korea’s middle-power aspirations are fo-

cused on preservation of regional stability through enhanced cooperation 

with other middle powers so as to buffer against the possibility of Sino-

U.S. conflict, however, its middle-power diplomacy is unlikely to conflict 

with U.S. interests. Alliance-based sunk costs, institutionalized coopera-

tion, and common values are likely to sustain South Korea’s strategic choice 

to ally with the United States unless or until it becomes apparent that 

South Korea lives in a made-in-China world and that the global, regional, 

and peninsular benefits of China’s protection clearly outweigh the benefits 

of the U.S.-ROK alliance. In the meantime, South Korea’s strategic deci-

sions will continue to be shaped by the desire for autonomy yet constrained 

by the need for an alliance with the United States as its best means by 

which to sustain its security and prosperity and by which to pursue the 

strategic objective of Korean unification.

CH I N A’S  R I S E  AN D  TH E  U.S . - RO K  A L L I AN CE

The U.S.-ROK alliance will remain the anchor and platform that enables 

South Korea’s pursuit of its fundamental strategic objectives as long as 

U.S. defense commitments remain credible and if the United States re-

mains the most powerful actor in global affairs. However, to the extent 

that South Korea imagines a future in which a China-centered world order 

eclipses the current U.S.-centered world order, South Koreans may begin 

to hedge against the possibility that the United States will no longer be 

able to meet existing security commitments. Such hedging behavior may 

introduce new tensions in the bilateral relationship and would constitute a 

new test for the durability of the U.S.-ROK alliance. Moreover, China’s 

desires to constrain the purposes and scope of the alliance to deter North 

Korea will likely result in periodic Chinese probes for weaknesses in the 

U.S.-ROK alliance. These probes could generate friction between the United 
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States and South Korea during situations in which China attempts to in-

duce South Korea to make a premature or false choice between the current 

alliance with the United States and an uncertain future. Although the 

United States remains in a strong position to fend off such challenges from 

China today, the intensity and severity of such challenges will grow as 

China continues to rise.

A secondary factor likely to lead to the perpetuation of the U.S.-ROK 

alliance is that efforts to assert Chinese hegemony may drive South Korea 

into the hands of the United States or at least increase South Korea’s desire 

for demonstrations of assurance from the United States. In this respect, 

the best strategy for maintaining South Korea’s allegiance is to reinforce 

the credibility of alliance commitments, but in an understated fashion that 

allows China’s efforts to assert itself to generate South Korean support for 

maintenance of a strong U.S.-ROK alliance. Indeed, China’s attempt to 

interfere with South Korea’s sovereign decision-making process with re-

gard to the THAAD System and the consequential increase in South 

Korea public support for the system provide a clear example of dynamics 

that work to strengthen the durability of the U.S.-ROK alliance.

P REPAR I N G FO R  KO RE AN U N I F I CAT I O N

Since the end of the Cold War, South Korea’s desire to achieve unification 

has been strengthened by a decisive shift in power on the Korean Penin-

sula in favor of Seoul. Yet it is also North Korea’s vulnerability that stands 

in the way of unification. Given the North’s current economic and social 

conditions, unification would be extraordinarily expensive and could have 

seriously destabilizing consequences for the Korean Peninsula and beyond. 

Therefore, South Korea must seek a method for achieving unification that 

minimizes the potential risk to the country’s security and prosperity.

The United States and South Korea have formally agreed on the desir-

ability of Korean unification on the condition that it is led by Seoul and 

that a unified Korea would be a democracy and a market economy. The 

risks associated with this process are related primarily to quality of coordi-

nation and management of expectations. In particular, the United States 

should effectively coordinate on the priorities of stability and unification 
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to ensure that the United States and South Korea not come into conflict 

with each other on the relative priority of these two shared objectives.

In the event that Korean unification becomes feasible, the United States 

has an interest in promoting regional stability by coordinating regional 

support for a peninsular transition from division to reunification and by 

managing the process in a way that minimizes the risks of unnecessary 

regional conflict among major powers. This coordination will require care-

ful consultations with China and others on a regional mechanism through 

which all parties can cooperatively channel political and material support 

for Korean unification and regional stability in the context of a unified 

Korean Peninsula. Furthermore, coming to a consensus on the geopoliti-

cal orientation of a unified Korea acceptable to its neighbors will be the 

most important goal. The biggest question in such a process will likely re-

volve around whether a unified Korean state will continue to be allied with 

the United States or whether neighboring parties are able to agree to other 

arrangements that preserve the security and stability of a unified Korea 

and East Asia.

Reconciling these objectives could be problematic as events on the 

ground are likely to outpace strategic planning in a scenario of North Ko-

rean instability. If an opportunity for unification were to arise, a sudden 

surge of nationalism could push the South Korean government to act hast-

ily in response to strong public sentiment; external attempts to influence 

South Korea could potentially backfire under such circumstances and 

would be unlikely to succeed. After all, most South Koreans do not see 

North Korea as a separate nation, although a growing number of younger-

generation South Koreans might contest that proposition, making this 

issue one that will be influenced by domestic divisions within South Ko-

rea. The United States could face the choice of either having to prioritize 

strong support for South Korean actions and risk greater chance of conflict 

with China or to prioritize dialogue with China in an attempt to generate 

strategic understandings so as to preserve regional stability. Any choice 

the United States makes would have repercussions for its relations with 

postunification Korea.

In the near term, however, a unified Korea is likely to be best served 

by continuing its alliance with the United States, even if U.S. troops are 
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reduced or are removed from the Korean Peninsula. In the long term, a 

U.S. security alliance with a unified Korea will be desirable unless a uni-

fied Korea proves strong enough to fend for itself or until Korea’s neigh-

bors are able to work out satisfactory cooperative security arrangements 

that are sufficiently robust to replace the alliance with the United States as 

the primary security guarantor on a unified peninsula. Given the strategic 

importance of the Korean Peninsula, though, a cooperative security arrange-

ment will be difficult to achieve as long as U.S.-China tensions persist.
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